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Physical attributes of the Sargasso Sea are integral to tropes of the imaginative 

recovery of a Caribbean history, which is the project of Jean Rhys' s novel, Wide 

Sargasso Sea. Like the ever-changing sea, history changes, as well; this analogy, 

articulated by Derek Walcott's line, "History is Sea," draws attention to how, like the 

ever-changing sea, Rhys's novel not only changes literary history, but illustrates how 

history itself changes constantly. Other physical attributes of the sea, including circular 

currents, temperature, survival tactics ofthe sea's inhabitants, and sargassum 

fragmentation, subtly highlight Wide Sargasso Sea's distinctly Caribbean elements. 

Rhys' s title, Wide Sargasso Se~ appropriately emphasizes the Sargasso Sea, which 

serves as metaphor for the novel's revisionary work. 
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Chapter One: "History is Sea" 

Jean Rhys wrote Wide Sargasso Sea in order to give the character Bertha 

Rochester of Jane Eyre a chance to tell her side of the story: "She seemed like such a 

poor ghost, I thought I'd like to write her a life" (Fayad 226). Rhys further wrote, "it 

' clicked in my head' that I had material for the story of Mr. Rochester's first wife. The 

real story - as it might have been" (Wyndham and Melly 136). For the purpose of this 

paper, I will draw upon and assume Wide Sargasso Sea is a West Indian novel, for as 

Look Lai concludes about Rhys's novel, "[the West Indian setting] is not that it provides 

a mere background to the theme of rejected womanhood, but rather that the theme of 

rejected womanhood is utilised symbolically in order to make a statement about West 

Indian society, and about an aspect of the West Indian experience"(Ramchand 195). I 

will read Rhys ' s writing of Antoinette' s life (her history) as not only a rewriting of 

literary history, but also as a metaphor both for revising the received histories of the 

Caribbean self and for the disruption of a historiography committed to notions of a 

seamless, universal history. 

In Caribbean Discourse, Edouard Glissant, Caribbean writer and intellectual, 

compares the function of literature to the function of history: "History (whether we see it 

as expressed or lived reality) and Literature form part of the same problematics: the 

account, or the frame of reference, of the collective relationships of men with their 

environment, in a space that keeps changing and in a time that is constantly being 



altered" (69-70). Rhys's anachronistic narrative points to a project beyond revising 

literary history, allowing the reshaping of character and plot by altering character 

relationships. Rhys, in writing a novel which reshapes character and plot, challenges the 

portrayal of a West Indian character in Charlotte Bronte' s novel; Rhys demonstrates how 

history changes, with the addition of previously suppressed (non-European) voices. 

The title, Wide Sargasso Sea, refers to the area of water between the Americas 

and Europe and Africa. It is covered with a layer of sargassum, defined in the Concise 

Oxford Dictionary, as "any seaweed ofthe genus Sargassum, with berry-like air-vessels, 

found floating in island-like masses, esp. in the Sargasso Sea of theN. Atlantic" (1224). 

The origins of the sargassum in the Sargasso serve as metaphor for the origins of many 

Afro-Caribbeans: it was torn from a land mass and thrown into a new geographical area 

to survive: "Scientists think that the seaweed first came from the shores of the West 

Indies, after it had been torn loose by wind and waves" (Showalter 125). Currents bring 

the sargassum into the center of the Sargasso where, through the force of the winds and 

circulating currents within the Sea and without, it generally lives out the rest of its life. 

The sargassum, then, is forced to adapt itself to life at sea. Likewise, Africans torn from 

Africa and forced to live the remainder of their lives in the Caribbean, had to adapt to 

European rules and ways of life in order to survive. The sargassum, torn from land, lives 

rootless and fragmented, floating freely on the surface of the Sea. Antonio Benitez-Rojo 

writes that among the many reasons a global study of Caribbean societies is difficult is its 

fragmentation and uprootedness (1). The Africans transplanted to the Caribbean often felt 

"rootless" living on islands an ocean away from their ancestral homelands. This 

fragmentation and "rootlessness," however, also, inspires imaginative creations of 
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identity among Caribbean peoples; Rhys ' s imaginative creation ofBertha is an example 

ofthis. 

Sargassum fragmentation is, then, a metaphor for the fragmentation of Caribbean 

histories, as African/Caribbean peoples separated from their tribes and families and 

drifted along on European political currents. Chamberlin writes that the Europeans' self-

interest in exploiting Africans served "to frustrate - or more precisely, to fragment - the 

development in the West Indies ofthose accounts of origin and purpose by means of 

which people give significance to their societies and to themselves" (18). 

African/Caribbean history was fragmented, as people were dispersed throughout the 

Caribbean, mixing with various European cultures. Living among the Europeans, the 

subjugated African experienced life in the Caribbean differently from both their past and 

the European life: one way the history ofthe Caribbean fragments is into the histories of 

the colonized and colonizer, as each tells their own version of history. This illustrates 

Glissant's important observation that, "History has fragmented into histories" (76). I will 

follow Glissant ' s usage of History, with a capital H, to denote the history written by the 

Europeans that excluded Caribbean voices. My usage of history, with a lower-case h, 

denotes the inclusion of Caribbean voices with those ofEuropean voices ofHistory. 

European History has been shattered by the inclusion of minority voices, including those 

of the Caribbean. Glissant notes how History is being diversified: 

We are aware of the fact that the changes of our present history are the 
unseen moments of a massive transformation in civilization, which is the 
passage from the all-encompassing world of cultural Sameness, effectively 
imposed by the West, to a pattern of fragmented Diversity, achieved in a 
no less creative way by the peoples who have today seized their rightful 
place in the world. (97) 
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Glissant expands this search for diversity, which he defmes as "accepted difference," to 

include literature: "I defme national literature as the urge for each group to assert itself: 

that is, the need not to disappear from the world scene and on the contrary to share in its 

diversification" (98-99). Wide Sargasso Sea is the inclusion of a Caribbean voice 

challenging the History of a European-centered literary character encapsulating the 

Historical myth of the Caribbean mad woman. Fragmentation ofHistory into histories 

results in diversity, which applies to national literatures as well. The literary work serves 

two important functions of diversification: "the first is that of demythification, of 

desecration, of intellectual analysis, whose purpose is to dismantle the internal 

mechanism of a given system, to expose the hidden workings, to demystify. It also has a 

hallowing purpose in reuniting the community around its myths, its beliefs, its 

imagination or its ideology"(Glissant 99-1 00). Diversification allows the fragmented 

pieces to be seen as multiple perspectives contributing to a more complete history. 

Rhys ' s creation of the character Antoinette has its origins in the character of 

Bertha Rochester, Jane Eyre' s "madwoman in the attic." Published in 1847, Jane Eyre, 

while concentrating on the life of its eponymous heroine Jane Eyre, relies for its plot and 

thematic developments on the character Bertha Rochester, of Caribbean descent. Bertha's 

role in the novel ' s plot requires only a brief space: as the legal wife of Rochester, she is a 

major impediment to Jane' s marrying him. Bertha's death, related at the end of Jane 

Eyre, is viewed as a happy occurrence primarily because it then allows Jane the 

opportunity of marrying Rochester and leading what invariably becomes, a happy life 

together. The Caribbean-born Bertha, therefore, serves as a deterrent to the happiness of 
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the European characters, and her fiery suicide is viewed as little more than the act of a 

madwoman, which, allows for a favorable closure to the Victorian novel. 

Gilbert and Gubar, in The Madwoman in the Attic, offer an insightful critique of 

the character of Bertha; the title of their book, itself, is a reference to Bertha in Jane Eyre 

(xii). Bertha's madness is explained in Jane Eyre as hereditary: Rochester says Bertha 

came from "'a mad family; - idiots and maniacs through three generations"' (Bronte 

294). Critics assert that the "madness" is symptomatic of the female being forced into a 

submissive role in a patriarchal society, of the female losing her individuality as she slips 

into the role, of docile, submissive wife. Part of this conformity would entail denying the 

anger felt at losing one 's individuality and self-sovereignty, denying anger at having to 

become docile and submissive. Bertha, throughout Jane Eyre, acts angrily, even attacking 

her brother and Rochester, the men responsible for her marriage to Rochester. Gilbert and 

Gubar assert that Bertha acts as a double to Jane' s character, symbolizing everything Jane 

must experience in order to fulfill her journey to self-discovery; that is, Jane 's encounter 

with Bertha is actually an encounter ' 'with her own imprisoned 'hunger, rebellion, rage,' 

a secret dialogue of self and soul on whose outcome [ ... ] Rochester's fate, and Jane' s 

corning-of-age all depend" (339). Bertha acts out Jane 's angry desires, and is "Jane' s 

truest and darkest double: she is the angry aspect ofthe orphan child, the ferocious secret 

self Jane has been trying to repress ever since her days at Gateshead" (Gilbert and Gubar 

360). Bertha, therefore, acts out Jane' s anger at the attempts to repress her individuality. 

By the end of Jane Eyre, Jane has become independent in situation and mind, and 

Bertha' s demise may then be viewed as the symbolic exorcism of Jane's anger, finally, 

allowing Jane to marry Rochester. 
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Jean Rhys, however, did not read Bertha as the symbolic double of Jane and mad 

West Indian wife, but was more interested in analyzing Bertha's portrayal as an 

individual. Rhys wrote Wide Sargasso Sea in order to write Bertha's history and explore 

the reasons behind Bertha's madness, other than the simple recourse in Jane Eyre to 

heredity, in order to reify the myth of the "fiery" West Indian as volatile, sexual savage 

ruled by passion. Rhys wrote Bertha's history to demonstrate that Bertha was more than a 

double, or version of a European self: 

The Creole in Charlotte Bronte's novel is a lay figure - repulsive which 
does not matter, and not once alive which does. She's necessary to the 
plot, but always she shrieks, howls, laughs horribly, attacked all and 
sundry- offstage. For me[ ... ] she must be right on stage. She must be at 
least plausible with a past, the reason why Rochester treats her so 
abominably and feels justified, the reason why he thinks she is mad and 
why of course she is mad, even the reason why she tries to set everything 
on fire, and eventually succeeds. (Wyndham and Melly 136-13 7) 

Wide Sargasso Sea is Rhys's attempt to account for Bertha. Bertha is largely a plot 

device in Jane Eyre and primarily appears in the novel as an incarnation of an angry side 

of Jane and practical impediment to Jane and Rochester's union. Rhys, however, saw 

Bertha as a character with her own reasons for the madness and angry actions. By stating 

that Bertha is a version of Jane, the reasons for her madness and anger become 

synonymous with a European Jane 's reasons for anger and reactions to her anger. Rhys 

recognizes that Bertha is a character in her own right, with her own history, her own 

personality and her own motives distinct from Jane's. Wide Sargasso Sea addresses the 

reasons for the madness and anger as particular to Bertha (Antoinette) as West Indian 

Creole woman. 
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In Rhys' s tale of Antoinette' s life, an important element in the reversals of a 

reader' s perceptions of the relationships among Jane, Rochester, and Bertha/Antoinette, 

is the placing of Antoinette in a historical context of her own which "explains" the 

reasons for her actions in Jane Eyre. The changing historical context of the characters and 

readers allowed (and continues to allow) the alteration of perceptions towards these three 

characters. Victorian readers of Jane Eyre were shocked by Jane 's shunning of the 

Victorian ideal female characteristics of docile, submissive servant, woman, wife. In Jane 

Eyre, Bertha, as the racially stereotyped, West Indian madwoman was generally accepted 

by European Victorian readers; Rhys herself was aware of "the mad Creole heiresses in 

the early nineteenth century, whose dowries were only an additional burden to them: 

products of an inbred, decadent, expatriate society, resented by the recently freed slaves 

whose superstitions they shared, they languished uneasily in the oppressive beauty of 

their tropical surroundings, ripe for exploitation" (Wyndham 6-7). Rhys wrote in a letter 

to Francis Wyndham, literary critic and correspondent of Rhys's: "The West Indies was 

(were?) rich in those daysfor those days and there was no ' married woman' s property 

Act.' The girls (very tiresome no doubt) would soon once in kind England be Address 

Unknown. So gossip. So legend" (Wyndham and Melly 143). Rhys theorized that Bronte 

used the "knowledge" of mad Caribbean Creoles as a template for Bertha (Wyndham and 

Melly 143). Bertha, in Jane Eyre, is an unfortunate part of Rochester' s past (whom, 

according to him in Jane Eyre, he was tricked into marrying) and whose discovery by 

Jane halts Jane and Rochester' s marriage on their wedding day. Bertha' s character is 

repeatedly referred to as "lunatic," "hyena," "demon," and described as running back and 

forth on all fours, snatching and growling "like some strange wild animal" (Bronte 295). 
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With such "knowledge" of mad Creoles and "trickery" by her family in order to marry 

her off, would many Victorian readers have questioned her portrayal or felt sympathy for 

her? I think not. However, modem, twentieth-century readers and critics, living in the era 

ofpost-colonialism, racial/ethnic awareness, feminism, advancements in women's rights, 

and females' cries for equality, embrace Jane's quest for individuality and equality; they 

also identifY Bertha's madness as a symptom of her being denied the rights of 

individuality and equality with the English and recognize her role as the personification 

of the myth of the savage Caribbean madwoman, of the English's "Other." Wide 

Sargasso Sea, however, adds a different historical element to the story by writing 

Antoinette as Caribbean Creole heiress in post-Emancipation Jamaica. Sympathy for 

Antoinette's plight and exploitation emerges. 

Rhys creates Antoinette as a nineteenth-century Creole Caribbean heiress whom 

Rochester marries for her money. Instead of viewing Bertha Rochester as the mythical, 

genetically-predisposed, Creole "madwoman in the attic," Rhys describes how Rochester 

is responsible for her madness: he feels he was tricked into marrying her for her money 

and feels only lust for her and not love; he resents her, withdraws his affections from her, 

cheats on her, tears down her self-image through verbal abuse, locks her in the attic of 

Thornfield Hall, and finally, denies and forbids acknowledgement of her existence. What 

emerges, then, is not the tale of a West Indian "madwoman in the attic," but, instead, the 

tale of a woman abused, victimized, and driven mad by her European husband. After 

reading Wide Sargasso Sea, readers may view Rochester in a new light - not as a 

deceived man who was tricked into marrying a mad woman, but as a cruel man who 

created his "mad Creole" wife; Rochester becomes less of a victim and is revealed as the 
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imperial master he is. By reshaping readers' views of characters from a previously 

written novel, therefore, Rhys changes literary history. But how does Wide Sargasso Sea 

demonstrate that history changes as well? 

As Glissant writes, "It [History with a capital H] is a totality that excludes other 

histories that do not fit into that of the West" (75). History is never total; what has passed 

as history has been the imperialist, European view or version of history. As Glissant 

asserts, "History [has been] a highly functional fantasy of the West, originating at 

precisely the time when it alone 'made' the history of the World" (64). Viewing Jane 

Eyre as "the European colonizer's writing of history" and Wide Sargasso Sea as the 

emergence of a West Indian voice in history, it is clear how history (or, more accurately, 

perceptions ofhistory) can shift (Drake 200). The addition of Antoinette's story to that of 

Jane's Bertha, drastically changes a reader's view of the character. The addition of a 

Caribbean voice to the voice of History adds a new perception to how historical events 

unfolded. The title Wide Sargasso Sea, then, illustrates Derek Walcott's assertion that 

"'History is Sea,' with its constantly changing surface and capacity for infmite renewal" 

(Dash xxix). Like the sea, history is everchanging. 

Glissant's Caribbean Discourse critiques the "view of history that believes in 

'progress, learning, the ever-ascending evolution ofMankind"' because it reduces history 

to '"a sequence of events to which there will always be an outcome"' (Dash xxxiii). 

Europeans' History is a chronicle of seamless continuity; every event was recorded 

sequentially and fixed in time. Every historical event, recorded from the European 

viewpoint, had an outcome that was not challenged because only the European 

viewpoints were considered; as such, they were the "only" writers of History. What 
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Glissant and many other post-colonial critics of the Caribbean and elsewhere assert, 

however, is that there is no outcome to history, or that history is not teleological. And if 

there is no outcome, then historical events are open to interpretation and changing 

placements on a time line - maybe not even a time line, since its very format (a beginning 

and ending to the line) encourage outcomes. Perhaps, the best illustration for the 

consideration of historical events is the circle: encouraging a back and forth play between 

perceptions of history. Jane Eyre concludes with Jane and Rochester living "happily ever 

after." Wide Sargasso Sea, however, as an emblem of Caribbean rewriting ofHistory, has 

no real conclusion; it ends with Antoinette walking down the hall of Thornfield with a 

candle. Antoinette's "fate" is left open by Rhys and may be found in either Jane Eyre (a 

circling back to a novel written over one hundred years earlier) or left open to 

interpretative possibilities. 

Rhys largely adheres to Bronte's plot ofRochester being deceived into marrying 

Antoinette, inheriting her money, as well as his own fortune, bringing Antoinette to 

England and locking her in the attic, describing her wandering around Thornfield Hall, 

committing acts like tearing Jane's wedding veil and setting Rochester's bed on fire; this 

illustrates how selective History can be. Rochester's position as a European in the 

nineteenth century places him at the top ofHistory's hierarchy: as European, he is THE 

writer of History. As a nineteenth-century white male European, he can proclaim his 

West Indian wife is mad. Antoinette will not have a voice in History until independence 

ofWest Indian colonies makes possible the entry of minority (Caribbean) voices into 

history. Antoinette's subordinate position will not change until the mid-twentieth century 

when her position as Creole, West Indian and woman is significantly elevated, though not 
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completely equal with the white male European. Rhys ' s strategy involves taking events 

in Jane Eyre as having happened, but exploring them from Antoinette' s point of view. 

Listen to her describe the events and see her as more than a madwoman, destructively 

wandering around Thornfield Hall, Rhys demands. Add Antoinette' s history to 

Rochester' s and see how she becomes a victim ofRochester' s spite; likewise, see how 

History fails to include the voice ofthe conquered. 

J. Michael Dash notes in the Introduction to Caribbean Discourse that Glissant is 

interested in "novelists from Latin America, the Caribbean, and the American South who 

construct an alternative imaginary history in defiance of the regulative assumptions of 

causality, orderly succession, and hierarchical system" (xxxiii). Rhys is a novelist of 

Caribbean descent creating an imaginary, anachronistic history of Antoinette in direct 

defiance with the colonizing fiction of her as a "madwoman in the attic." Dash, however, 

feels that "the rejection of a linear and ' totalizing' historicism leads invariably to 

strategies of narrative deficiency" in novels (xxxiii). These "narrative deficiencies," 

however, illustrate how Wide Sargasso Sea' s narrative mirrors the failure of a totalizing, 

linear History; breaking free from the usual "conventions of plot, characterization, and 

chronology'' allows Rhys to mimic how new histories prove History is biased and 

incomplete (Dash xxxiii). Unlike Jane Eyre ' s narrative construction, Rhys' s tale does not 

so easily follow the narrative time line of a bildungsroman. Rhys' s narrative continuously 

circles back in time, as Antoinette tries to "remember" her future, while progressing to an 

open-ended conclusion. And like the late emergence of Caribbean history, Antoinette's 

story had to wait 120 years to be told, even though it is a "prequel" to Jane Eyre. 
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Glissant goes so far as to say that the Caribbean suffers from "nonhistory"; what 

Glissant means by this term is that the people of the Caribbean experienced "a history 

characterized by ruptures and that began with a brutal dislocation, the slave trade"(61). 

According to Glissant, what resulted from populating the Caribbean largely with people 

from Africa, was a disruption in the historical consciousness: 

Our historical consciousness could not be deposited gradually and 
continuously like sediment, as it were, as happened with those peoples 
who have frequently produced a totalitarian philosophy of history, for 
instance European peoples, but came together in the context of shock, 
contraction, painful negation, and explosive forces. This dislocation of the 
continuum, and the inability of the collective consciousness to absorb it 
all, characterize what I call a nonhistory. (61-62) 

Besides the effects this non-history has on a people' s sense of chronology (which will be 

discussed later) it helps explain how the Caribbean people have been without an 

acknowledged history of their own, created by themselves about themselves, for so long. 

Once the Caribbean nations gained independence from their European colonizers, they 

were then free to openly express and explore a sense of community and collective 

consciousness that allowed the expression of their own historical consciousness - the 

ability to see themselves in history and to write it from their perspective. Post-

colonialism allowed Caribbean people to "revise" History; it allowed them to respond to 

the empires that had imprisoned them for so long (politically, socially, economically, 

creatively, etc). In short, independence from the European empires made way for 

Caribbean self-representation. 

An important element of self-expression in the post-colonial Caribbean culture is 

the confrontation with polyphony. Polyphony refers to the coexistence of many voices of 

people of different races, gender, and class. Caribbean polyphony allows stories 
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(histories) to be told from various viewpoints, allowing a diverse view of events and 

perceptions of events to enter into history. Unlike Bronte, who writes her narrative 

strictly with Jane' s voice, Rhys writes her narrative in the voices of four characters: 

Antoinette, Rochester, Christophine, and Grace Poole. As the English' s colonial focus 

shifted from the Caribbean to India and Asia, enforced labor no longer benefited the 

English. Post-emancipation Jamaica saw the decline of the plantocracy, which left many 

plantation owners in a greatly reduced economic state. Antoinette is the Creole between 

cultures (black Caribbean and white European), not accepted by either and unsure of her 

relation to either. For the purpose of this paper, I will use the term Creole to describe 

anyone who "is a descendent of European settlers born or living for an extended period in 

the West Indies" (Gregg ix). Antoinette' s voice is that of the upper-class pre

emancipation French West Indian Creole female who fmds herself in post-emancipation 

Jamaica her social and economic status greatly reduced, not accepted by Europeans or 

black Jamaicans because she is descended from the old slave-holding plantocracy neither 

culture any longer accepts. Antoinette fmds herself poor, as the family plantation decays 

with no slaves to work it. Rochester is the voice of the upper-class Englishman who, 

denied the family fortune because of his status as youngest son and estrangement from 

his father, must exploit the Jamaican economy' s decline by arranging a marriage to 

Creole heiress Antoinette, in order to secure his own fortune. He also must confront the 

clashes of his Victorian ideals with Antoinette' s passionate nature. Christophine is the 

black Martinique woman, once a slave, but free in post-Emancipation Jamaica, 

embodying justice and African folklore. Christophine harbors Caribbean knowledge and 

knows the secrets of the Caribbean landscape and its construction. She is the keeper of 
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Antoinette as a child, whereas, Grace Poole is the adult Antoinette' s keeper. Grace Poole, 

fmally, is the lower class servant in England who holds power over the "mad" Antoinette 

in the attic. Rhys's narrative weaves the voices of characters of various gender, race, and 

class and lends Antoinette' s story a variety of perceptions regarding her plight. 

This polyphony, however, also does not allow a full emergence of Antoinette' s 

tale. Various critics note that the coherence ofRhys's novel might have suffered if she 

had allowed Antoinette, in her madness, to recite events, and that letting Rochester 

narrate allows Rhys to let Rochester' s actions themselves condemn him. Christophine is 

seen largely as the voice of justice, the one character who sees the events clearly, and 

Grace Poole is Bertha' s caretaker who also describes a European view of Antoinette' s 

actions as madness. What this allows is a number of perceptions of Antoinette' s life but it 

also suppresses Antoinette' s voice since Rhys allows her to narrate only select sections of 

the novel. Polyphony also illustrates that, while the inclusion of various histories can 

alter history's perceptions, the task of including all voices is daunting, nonrealistic, and a 

colonizing enterprise. Wide Sargasso Sea adds a history of one, minor character of Jane 

Eyre, and the totality of this history is only as reliable as the voices that relate it. 

But what does Antoinette's story tell the reader about the Caribbean collective 

and historical consciousness? How does Antoinette's white Creole perspective really earn 

the right to be considered as an aspect of the "West Indian experience"- usually defined 

as the generally accepted life experience of a non-white person in the Caribbean? 

Antoinette's racial identity does not make her story less authoritative and 

unrepresentative of a West Indian experience. As Benitez-Rojo states: 
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in the Caribbean, skin color denotes neither a minority nor a majority; it 
represents much more: the color imposed by the violence of conquest and 
colonization, and especially by the plantation system. Whatever the skin 
color may be, it is a color that has not been institutionalized or legitimized 
according to lineage; it is a color in conflict with itself and with others, 
irritated in its very instability and resented for its uprootedness; it is a 
color neither ofthe Self nor ofthe Other, but rather a kind ofno-man's
land where the permanent battle for the Caribbean Self s fragmented 
identity is fought. (20 1) 

Antoinette' s white French Creole heritage does not make her experience in the Caribbean 

any less of a "West Indian experience." The "Creole" label, as Judith Raiskin notes, was 

a derogatory label, " implying low social status" (Wide 12). That Antoinette is of white, 

European blood, does not matter to Europeans because she has the label of "Creole," a 

label that according to Chris Bongie, suggested in the nineteenth-century that a member 

of a race was altered by their prolonged exposure to a foreign climate and environment, 

and thus different (less equal) than members oftheir same race (130). Raiskin also points 

out that there was a "metropolitan belief that Creoles were, having been ' tropicalized,' by 

their environments, emotionally high-strung, lazy, and sexually excessive" (Wide 33). 

Bongie notes that, in Jane Eyre, "Bertha Mason's lunacy and lasciviousness is clearly 

[meant to be viewed as] a result ofher identity as Creole" (130). Jenny Sharpe also 

argues that Bertha is meant to demonstrate that whiteness alone does not signal racial 

purity but that one must also identify with the "English national culture" (Bongie 130). 

Antoinette does not identify with the English culture, as made clear by her wishes to be 

like Tia and her reliance on Christophine' s guidance. Antoinette's identity fragments, like 

the African/Caribbean's identity, when she fmds herself caught between cultures and 

unsure ofwith whom she should identify. 
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Kamau Brathwaite is resistant to Rhys's portrayal of the friendship between black 

Tia, of African descent, and white Antoinette, of European descent. He senses that the 

friendship "could never have existed because of the ways in which the white/European 

subjectivity in the West Indies has been historically constructed over and against that of 

the black Other/African" (Gregg 36). However, the friendship serves to point out the 

roles blacks and whites ofthe West Indies have been assigned to play: "The relationship 

exposes the precarious, unstable, yet powerfully destructive mechanisms of the colonial 

structure. The name-calling, the verbal abuse, and the theft/switch dramatize the violence 

that inheres in the system of domination upon which the West Indian plantation society 

was constructed" (Gregg 91). Thus, it may be concluded that Rhys uses the Antoinette-

Tia relationship to show how post-emancipation politics made the relationships volatile 

between West Indians of African and European descents in the post-slavery period. 

Gregg points out that Brathwaite seems to be contradicting himself when he first 

writes that Wide Sargasso Sea is "'a fictional statement that ignores vast areas of social 

and historical formation ... White Creoles in the English and French West Indies have 

separated themselves by too wide a gulf ... to give credence to the notion that they can, 

given the present structure, meaningfully identifY or be identified with the spiritual world 

on this side of the Sargasso Sea"' and then writes in Roots that, 

When most ofus speak of''the West Indian," we think of someone of 
African descent. When we think of"West Indian problems," ''the West 
Indian situation," we are thinking of certain problems and a certain kind of 
situation which relate to a more or less easily identifiable majority group, 
sharing, at least, a common history of slavery. There are of course "white 
people" in the West Indies, but these are regarded as either too far apart to 
count or too inextricably mixed into the whole problem to be considered 
as separate. (Gregg 37-38) 
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Gregg uses Brathwaite' s argument to illustrate that the white Creole experience does 

constitute a part of the West Indian experience: 

Jean Rhys' s writing demonstrates that the "identity" of the Creole is made 
ofthe sociohistorical, discursive fabric ofthe colonial West Indies. The 
articulation of the Creole subjectivity is at one and the same time a 
discursive self-destruction articulated within the historical specificity of 
racialized slavery in the Caribbean[ ... ] One ofthe achievements ofher 
fiction is that [ ... ] it calls attention to and opens up for examination the 
historical and discursive processes by which the white Self in the 
Caribbean is constructed over and against that of the black Other. It is 
even conceivable that Rhys' s unpacking ofthat which constrains and 
contains racialized subjectivities in relations of dominance and parasitism 
functions as an indictment ofthat colonialist discourse, which is also 
called History. (38) 

Rhys, herself was a white West Indian Creole and her own personal history, of 

course, may have influenced her work. She lived from 1890-1979, a life span which 

"traverses crucial periods ofEuropean and West Indian history, marked by imperialism, 

colonialism, anticolonial struggles, two world wars, and the constitutional independence 

of formerly colonized countries" (Gregg 8). Rhys was born to a Welsh father and white 

Creole mother in 1890 on Dominica and was "fairly insulated within the white 

community that made up only one percent of the island population" (Raiskin, Wide ix) . 

She left the Caribbean in 1907 for England to pursue her education and, other than a brief 

trip in 1936, never returned to the Caribbean (Raiskin, Wide ix). Even though Rhys 

"spent most ofher life in small, remote English villages, she never considered herself to 

be English" (Raiskin, Wide ix). Veronica Gregg cites an interview David Plante had with 

Rhys, where she resists fixing her identity to any one nationality: 

"Do you consider yourself a West Indian?" 
She shrugged. "It was such a long time ago when I left." 
"So you don' t think of yourself as a West Indian writer?" 
Again, she shrugged, but said nothing. 
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"What about English? Do you consider yourself an English writer?" 
"No! I'm not, I'm not! I'm not even English." 
"What about a French writer?" I asked. 
Again she shrugged and said nothing. 
"You have no desire to go back to Dominica?" 
"Sometimes," she said. (1) 

Rhys ' s Antoinette, like Rhys herself, was born and raised in the West Indies and spent 

most ofher adult life in England. Many events in Wide Sargasso Sea have roots in 

Rhys 's life, including Rhys's knowledge of an actual Coulibri Estate in Dominica, the 

rotting of the family's Dominican plantation after post-Emancipation due to the loss of 

slave labor, and her personal introduction "to the symbols and beliefs of obeah, Vodou, 

and zombies early in her life" by her family's cook and her nurse on Dominica (Raiskin, 

Wide 9, 17). Therefore, Rhys's own life experiences and attitudes may have influenced 

the creation of the events in her narrative and helped shape the character of Antoinette. 

However, when Rhys set out to take Bronte's Bertha and ''write her a life," Gregg 

points out that Rhys did not intend ''to write Antoinette's singular life, but to write into 

being the life ofthe Creole woman in terms of its conditions of possibility in the West 

Indies of the 1830s and 1840s" (86). Therefore, by following Look Lai's assertion that 

Wide Sargasso Sea is a West Indian novel because it uses its West Indian setting as more 

than a background for Antoinette's plight, and the novel's overall theme is West Indian, 

how are Jane Eyre and Wide Sargasso Sea more clearly related as historical texts? One 

response may be found in Sandra Drake's essay, "Race and Caribbean Culture": 

[Wide Sargasso Sea] could have been written without the relationship of 
intertextual referentiality of Jane Eyre. But this level of literary 
intertextual referentiality invokes and is paralleled by the extra-textual 
referentiality to Europe's historical narrative. In that narrative, the 
Caribbean since the Voyages ofEuropean Conquest is construed, and thus 
constructed, in the terms of a dominant literary and historical discourse 
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that takes Europe as origin and reference point. So too does Wide 
Sargasso Sea have a European origin-reference point: Jane Eyre. It is in 
this regard deliberately derivative, an imitation, a copy. Its very existence 
derives from the English classic literary canon. It is a novelistic colony. 
(194) 

Wide Sargasso Sea, according to Drake, is a metaphorical European colony. The creation 

of the novel, itself, mimics how the Caribbean colonies derived from the European 

"mother countries." In the specific West Indian historical context of colonialism, Wide 

Sargasso Sea, thus, does more than illustrate how literary history changes with the 

inclusion of more historical perspectives; it illustrates how history changes, as well: 

Antoinette Bertha Cosway Mason Rochester as a white French Creole woman forced to 

undergo "sexual and class enslavement [ .. . ] positions her, too, within multiplicitous West 

Indian histories of possession and dispossession" (Emery 19-20). 

Understanding Antoinette as a symbol of the Caribbean before European 

colonization and Bertha as the symbol of the Caribbean after European colonization, 

allows comparisons to be made which render the novels of symbols ofhow History 

becomes history. Rochester marries Antoinette, claims her wealth as his own, renames 

her, subordinates her, and imposes his perceived notion of her mad (savage) personality 

onto her; likewise, the European nations claimed the Caribbean islands as their own, 

claimed all of the islands' wealth as their own, renamed the islands, subordinated the 

inhabitants, and "called" them savages. 

Shakespeare' s The Tempest is often seen as an allegory of Caribbean 

colonization, and the view of West Indians as savages cannot help but recall the story of 

Prospero and Caliban. Just as the English Rochester deems the West Indian Antoinette a 

savage, so does the European Prospero, the encapsulation of what the English considered 
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"civilized," deem the Indian Caliban a savage. The Tempest began playing in London in 

1611 , corresponding to the English 's first encounters with the natives ofthe "New 

World" (Takaki 25). According to Ronald Takaki, The Tempest was "a metaphor for 

English expansion into America" and "Caliban, one ofthe principal characters, was a 

New World inhabitant" (29-30). Takaki further writes that Shakespeare' s usage of the 

name "Caliban" is an anagram drawing upon the name of the Carib Indian tribe: '"Carib,' 

the name of an Indian tribe, came to mean a savage of America, and the term cannibal 

was a derivative" (30). According to the English, savages were lascivious and lacked 

everything "identified as civilized - Christianity, cities, letters, clothing, and swords" 

(Takaki 31). Caliban's name, therefore, implies the savagery Europeans would come to 

believe was inherent to Indians. 

Takaki notes that the New England colonists were among the first Europeans 

who strongly supported the idea that savagery was inherent to Indians: 

[ ... ] many colonists in New England [ . .. ] invented their own 
representations oflndians. What emerged to justifY dispossessing them 
was the racialization oflndian "savagery." Indian heathenism and alleged 
laziness came to be viewed as inborn group traits that rendered them 
naturally incapable of civilization. [ ... ] Indian indentity became a matter 
of"descent": racial markers indicated inerasable qualities of savagery. 
(Takaki 38) 

For Rochester, Antoinette' s savagery is seen as inherent to her Creole identity; likewise, 

Caliban' s savagery is seen by Prospero as inherent to his Indian identity. 

The Prospero/Caliban relationship is further examined by Benitez-Rojo who 

characterizes Caliban: 

[Caliban] is the ambivalent, deterritorialized being who would like to be in 
the place that Prospero occupies [ . . . ] a place that he has begun to 
comprehend through his process of domestication, colonization, and 
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dependency [ .. . ]To what end? To the end of recovering outside his cage, 
his true genealogy, his ancestral innocence, his poetic language, his 
original habitat, his lost paradise of green islands and parroty forests. 
(137-138) 

The above passage occurs in Benitez-Rojo's analysis ofNicolas Guillen's poem, "los 

rios" but the characterization fits Rhys's characters as well. As a Caliban figure (for, like 

Caliban, Antoinette is the savage), Antoinette' s cage is the Thornfield attic; her 

imprisoner, her Prospero, is the civilized Rochester. Antoinette, in Jamaica, only "knows" 

about England through Rochester and books. And once she is in England, Antoinette 

cannot believe it, "knowing" that the "cardboard world" in which she fmds herself cannot 

be England. Antoinette walks through "this cardboard world where everything is 

coloured brown or dark red or yellow" and thinks to herself, "They tell me I am in 

England but I don' t believe them" (Rhys 1 07). Her dark colored world does not match the 

pictures ofEngland she envisioned while examining the pink country labeled "England" 

in the geography book: "England, rosy pink in the geography book map [ ... ] Cool green 

leaves in the short cool summer. Summer. There are fields of corn like sugarcane fields, 

but gold colour and not so tall. After summer the trees are bare, then winter and snow 

[ ... ] They say frost makes flower patterns on the window panes"; she associates England 

with "chandeliers and dancing, [ ... ] swans and roses and snow" (Rhys 67). She wanted 

Rochester to love her and she wanted to live with him, in the beautiful England she 

imagined. But the "cardboard house" in which she fmds herself in England is read by 

Gayatri Chakravority Spivak as the site of transformation from Antoinette into Bertha: 

"In this fictive England, she must play out her role, act out the transformation of her 'self 

into that fictive Other, set fire to the house and kill herself, so that Jane Eyre can become 
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the feminist individualist heroine ofBritish fiction" (243). There is no place for 

Antoinette in Bronte's book. 

For Antoinette, the loving marriage and happy life in England never materialize. 

She finds herselfliving on an island in "a different sea. Colder." (Rhys 107). Inevitably 

caged in Thornfield's attic, Antoinette wants the other world, her "lost paradise." 

Because the real England does not match the imagined England, Antoinette believes ''we 

lost our way to England" (Rhys 1 07). On the battlements during the fire, Antoinette sees 

the Caribbean landscape and artifacts from her Caribbean childhood in the sky, and when 

she "sees" Tia below, she jumps to her from the battlements. Antoinette, through her 

marriage and role as dependent wife subject to her husband's wishes, is like Caliban. She 

is left caged in the attic, denied recognition of existence as anything other than a savage, 

and forbidden to exist in Rochester's world. Realizing she has no future with him (as 

made evident by her jumping to Tia at the novel's conclusion, rather than returning to 

him, as he calls for her), she opts to recover what is left of herself outside the cage. By 

jumping to Tia, Antoinette chooses the Caribbean, a return to her "lost paradise of green 

islands and parroty forests" (Benitez-Rojo 138). Antoinette escapes the cage. 

Rochester, assumes the role of"Prospero," the ''white Father" outside the cage, 

yet also "still there [inside the cage], putting himself forward from his position of power 

as scientific language, knowledge, center, origin, etc." (Benitez-Rojo 137). Rochester 

recognizes his power to erase Antoinette and recreate her as Bertha: 

You hate me and I hate you. We'll see who hates best. But first, first I will 
destroy your hatred. Now. My hate is colder, stronger, and you'll have no 
hate to warm yourself. You will have nothing. 

I did it too. I saw the hate go out of her eyes. I forced it out. [ ... ] 
She was only a ghost [with] Nothing left but hopelessness [ ... ] 
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She lifted her eyes. Blank lovely eyes. Mad eyes. A mad girl. 
(Rhys 102) 

Rochester knows his superiority as male and Englishman and subjugates Antoinette as 

woman and West Indian. As a Prospero figure, Rochester embodies, for the English, what 

is civilized: 

To be civilized, [the English] believed, required denial of wholeness - the 
repression of the instinctual forces ofhuman nature. A personification of 
the civilized man, Prospero identified himself with mind rather than body. 
His epistemology was reliant on the visual rather than the tactile and on 
the linear knowledge of books rather than on the polymorphous 
knowledge of experience [ ... ] Prospero was able to split off his rationality 
and raise it to authority over the "other"- the sensuous part of himself and 
everything Caliban represented. (Takaki 32) 

Like Prospera, Rochester relies on the written word for knowledge and denies the sensual 

side ofhis nature. Rochester imprisons the "savage" Antoinette. His hatred of Antoinette 

stems in part from the fact that he can never know the secret of the islands, the secret she 

knows about the Caribbean. As "superior" European, he hates and fears that there is 

something about the islands he can never know, can never take. Antoinette's presence 

embodies this secret, and because he cannot know the secret, he despises its existence. 

Antoinette hates Rochester because he has withdrawn his love from her. But his position 

as husband and Englishman, allows him to cage Antoinette (that which he "owns") and 

destroy her spirit, her island secret (that which he can never "own"). Rochester cannot 

have Antoinette and the islands' secret, so he will leave the islands and destroy her. 

Rochester's hate of Antoinette and the Caribbean places him in the role of 

Prospero, who as Benitez-Rojo writes, desires Caliban's world but can never possess it: 

Prospero too is an ambivalent being, for he would like to slip through the 
bars of the cage to dance a zoophilic rumba, he'd like to be within the 
cage, disguised as a snake and given over to the frenzy of the ancestral 
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drums and knowing all there is to know about rivers and their metaphors, 
[ ... ] Yes, certainly Prospero controls and watches Cali ban, but he would 
like to return to Caliban's world, an Edenic world that once was his and 
that he can't return to. (138) 

That, like Prospero, Rochester has desired Caliban's (Antoinette's) world is made evident 

in his desire to know Coulibri and its secrets. Coulibri is described as a garden of Eden 

early on in Wide Sargasso Sea by Antoinette: "Our garden was large and beautiful as that 

garden in the Bible- the tree of life grew there" (Rhys I 0-11 ). Rochester, like Prospero, 

is frustrated in Antoinette's world, this "Edenic world," and knows he cannot know its 

secrets: "I went very early to the bathing pool [ ... ] It was a beautiful place- wild, 

untouched, above all untouched, with an alien, disturbing, secret loveliness. And it kept 

its secret. I'd find myself thinking, ' What I see is nothing - I want what it hides - that is 

not nothing"' (Rhys 51-52). Because Rochester can never know its meaning, he says: "I 

hated the mountains and the hills, the rivers and the rain. I hated the sunsets of whatever 

colour, I hated its beauty and its magic and the secret I would never know[ ... ] all my life 

would be thirst and longing for what I had lost before I found it" (Rhys 103). Like 

Prospero and Caliban, Rochester and Antoinette each have desired to be a part of the 

other's world, have ventured into the other's world, but have failed at living in the other's 

world. For each, the other's world is unattainable, and they seek to destroy the other, 

thus, destroying that which they cannot have, yet, will forever desire. 

The other's world, because of its unattainability, remains dreamlike: 

"Is it true," [Antoinette asked] "that England is like a dream?'' [ ... ] 
"Well," [Rochester] answered annoyed, "that is precisely how your 

beautiful island seems to me, quite unreal and like a dream." 
"But how can rivers and mountains and the sea be unreal?" 
"And how can millions of people, their houses and their streets be 

unreal?" 
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"More easily," she said, "much more easily. Yes a big city must be 
like a dream." (Rhys 47-48) 

The dreamlike imagining of the other for both Antoinette and Rochester began 

with their education. Antoinette, in childhood, is educated with English texts (for 

example, the geography book), yet, she does not experience England. Rochester notes 

how he is unable to challenge the England Antoinette has imagined: 

She often questioned me about England and listened attentively to my 
answers, but I was certain that nothing I said made much difference. Her 
mind was already made up. Some romantic novel, a stray remark never 
forgotten, a sketch, a picture, a song, a waltz, some note of music, and her 
ideas were fixed. About England and about Europe. I could not change 
them and probably nothing would. Reality might disconcert her, bewilder 
her, hurt her, but it would not be reality. It would be only a mistake, a 
misfortune, a wrong path taken, her fixed ideas would never change. 
(Rhys 56) 

As Judith Raiskin writes in her essay, "England: Dream and Nightmare," 

Rochester "recognizes Antoinette's idealization for the colonial dream it is" (252). 

Antoinette has been educated under "the English cultural domination of colonial 

education [that] in many ways makes England more 'real ' to the native Caribbean than 

his or her native land" (Raiskin, "England" 252). Thus, Antoinette is more inclined to 

believe England is more "real" than her island home. 

For Antoinette, among the many manifestations ofher English education, the 

picture of"The Miller's Daughter" in her dining room reinforces the "myths of family 

loyalty and safety" the British Empire has built into its representation (Raiskin, 

"England" 252). Antoinette's education has inculcated a picture of the model European, a 

perfection, which does not exist. Raiskin points out that because Antoinette's education 

concentrates on texts and ideas from elsewhere, it requires Antoinette to "regard her own 
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surroundings and experiences as insignificant, less than real" ("England" 252). In other 

words, England is what is real for Antoinette (more real than her island home); and yet, 

this real England, in reality, because it is stoked in so much myth, is an imagined 

England. And when Antoinette does encounter the reality ofEngland, like Rochester 

predicted, it is not perceived by her as reality, but as a ''wrong path taken," illustrated by 

her belief that "we changed course and lost our way to England" and insistence that "This 

cardboard house where I walk at night is not England" (Rhys 1 07). Antoinette as a white 

Creole believes she will fmd the English "motherland" welcoming her home (this is her 

imagined England); instead, she finds a cold, foreign land that does not want her. Instead 

of accepting what she fmds in England, Antoinette insists she never reached England. 

She burdens herself by not allowing herself to accept the England that exists outside of 

her cage. Because the British Creole's "identities are dependent upon their connection 

with an imagined English mother country, Rhys ' s creole characters suffer greatly when, 

upon their journey 'home,' they confront an England that in its coldness and brutality 

proves the storybook England to have been a lie" (Raiskin, "England" 256). And so it is 

with Antoinette. Antoinette reached England; what Antoinette never reached was her 

imagined England - and she never will. 

Rochester, also suffers from the effects of an English education. He has been 

taught that the New World is a land of abundance but also menace, including wild 

vegetation and "uncivilized" inhabitants (Raiskin, "England" 254). His Victorian 

upbringing encourages an aloofness and passionless existence that Antoinette cannot 

rectify. Antoinette' s home, with its excess of color and vegetation overwhelms him; he 

views her passionate, sexual nature as uncivilized and mad behavior, in contrast to the 
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proper "Jane Eyres" of his English world. In the end, she is a means to an end: to remain 

respectable in England, he takes her money, since, under English law, he will not inherit 

his father ' s money. He finds he cannot know the secret of Antoinette' s world: he does not 

understand Antoinette's passionate personality, his surrounding' s bright colors, the wild 

vegetation, the folklore, the warm sea. Instead, encouraged by Daniel' s letter, he chooses 

to take out his anger (at being "tricked" into marrying Antoinette, for marrying her for 

lust and not love, at not figuring out the secret of the islands) on Antoinette; for him, she 

becomes a mad Creole savage and the island remains an overgrown, secretive, evil place. 

For Rochester, the island experience has fit the English' s cultural representation ofthem: 

abundance (Antoinette' s fortune) and menace (a mad wife). His experience in the West 

Indies is more akin to a nightmare than a dream. 

It should further be noted that Antoinette' s actual dreams ofEngland, beginning 

with the first dream of being followed and ending with the dream of burning Thornfield, 

become increasingly violent, and yet, Antoinette refers to them only as "dreams," never 

as "nightmares." Raiskin theorizes that the reason Antoinette' s fmal dream is never called 

a nightmare is because "by the end of Wide Sargasso Sea, the violence visited upon the 

English institution (Thornfield Hall) and English literature (Jane Eyre) is the dream of the 

awakened and furious colonized figure" ("England" 255). The nightmare is Antoinette' s 

(the colonized' s) wakening life; the dream is retribution for having had to live the life of 

the colonized. Antoinette' s dream symbolizes the dream of the colonized escaping the 

empire' s cage. 

Because neither can live in the other' s reality, Prospero cages Caliban. Rochester 

cages Antoinette. Rochester, as the powerful Prospero, removes Antoinette from her 
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world and takes her to his where he can live, but she cannot. As a Caliban, Antoinette 

must submit to her English husband and live in the attic, caged. The cage, however, "can 

kill and it can prolong life; it can be an icon of the madhouse" (Benitez-Rojo 137). Her 

life in the cage, the attic, prolongs her physical life while killing her spiritually. This life, 

while keeping her out of Rochester' s daily affairs, still keeps him restrained, not allowing 

him to marry Jane. Antoinette is captive in the cage of colonialism and patriarchy. The 

cage, then, maintains ''the distance between the subject and the object, something that, 

with each step that one takes toward it, recedes a step away along an endless corridor, 

something that concedes an entry but stands in the way as a transparent, ghostly presence, 

something that ' s there, always there" (Benitez-Rojo 137). Rochester and Antoinette' s 

relationship is irreparably damaged, yet, their marriage is real and unbreakable. Each 

must live with the consequences oftheir marriage, even if Rochester' s denial of 

Antoinette' s existence (she is the "ghostly presence" at Thornfield that is "always there"), 

seems to nullify their marriage. 

Wide Sargasso Sea, therefore, is a novel that explores an aspect ofthe West 

Indian experience through the eyes of white Creole Antoinette. As a part of literary 

history, the novel seeks to rewrite the Bronte character ofBertha Rochester as a victim of 

European Historical biases and forces; readers then come away from Jane Eyre viewing 

Rochester as less of a victim of his marriage to a mad West Indian and more as the source 

of her madness, making her his victim. As historical text, Wide Sargasso Sea represents a 

break from the Caribbean's sense of "nonhistory"; the Caribbean historical view is added 

to that of the Europeanized History. 
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Rhys, therefore, seeks to relate Bertha's life and relate her history as an important 

character herself, as more than a double of Jane' s or a stereotyped savage. Like the 

islands, she is more than a token of war or a European colony whose historical existence 

relies on the European History. She is not the European' s Other. Antoinette' s history, 

like Caribbean history, cannot be understood solely from the European perspective. Her 

voice must be heard and her story added to history. 

History has a "constantly changing surface and capacity for infmite renewal" 

(Dash xxix). As articulated by Derek Walcott ' s quotation that "History is Sea" (Dash 

xxix) and title of his poem, "The Sea is History," the changing surface ofthe sea is a 

metaphor for the changing of History. History cannot be confined to linear lines and 

limited viewpoints. Thus, the title Wide Sargasso Sea draws attention to the sea, forever 

ebbing and flowing and changing its shape. History will forever change as more people 

add their stories, their fragments, to the sea of history. 
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Chapter Two: Chronology, Currents, and Circularity 

Jane Eyre, as a bildungsroman, follows a conventional narrative tirneline -

beginning in a youth and ending in adulthood. Thus, Bronte's narrative chronology 

follows the European historiography. Many of the events are narrated "as they happen" 

chronologically, and only at the end does Jane return to a summary of her married life 

with Rochester. The chronology, though, is linear. 

Wide Sargasso Sea, however, while it seems to relate events "in order," really 

does not follow a linear tirneline. Much of the narrative is written in the past tense, and 

Antoinette's story is always a "given": the reader, through the familiarity with literary 

history, knows the ending to her story. Its placements in literary history, itself, 

demonstrates circularity. Consider the following "mental illustration": placing Jane Eyre 

on one side of a circle and Wide Sargasso Sea on the opposite side of the circle, their 

relationship in history and literary history becomes clear. Wide Sargasso Sea was 

published 120 years after Jane Eyre, yet it acts as a prequel; Wide Sargasso Sea therefore, 

as a prequel, is out of place in a Historical linear time line (it was published later, but is 

meant to be read before Jane Eyre). However, a reader of Wide Sargasso Sea, a modern 

novel, in order to reach a conclusion, must read Jane Eyre, a nineteenth century novel. 

Thus, there is a constant "going back and forth" creating a circular relationship between 

the novels. 
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The narrative timeline of Wide Sargasso Sea, as Wolfe points out, "hews" to a 

"clear narrative line" (138). But the action within the novel is largely written in the past 

tense: 'The sections narrated by Antoinette- the first, part of the second, and the third -

are in the past tense and appear to have been written at Thornfield Hall; or, perhaps more 

logically, to be Antoinette' s recollections during her moments oflucidity at Thornfield 

Hall" (Mellown 112). Unlike Jane, Antoinette writes, knowing the ending to her story 

(Mellown 112). 

Mellown points out, though, that Rochester' s narration "takes place at the 

moment that events occur" (112). Rochester's scenes largely center around learning of 

the past, learning of Antoinette's past, and searching for an "authorized" (a written versus 

an oral) history: "His fust words [in Wide Sargasso Sea] ('So it was all over .. 

Everything fmished, for better or for worse') already suggest a backwards trajectory for 

his narrative ... [suggesting] that Antoinette's own narrative is now ended, having 

reached its proper nineteenth-century conclusion ('for better or for worse' )" (Erwin 21 0). 

And, yet, Antoinette returns in the narrative, the conclusion to her story left open. 

The abrupt entrance ofRochester in Wide Sargasso Sea, as Gregg explains, 

mimics the entrance ofthe Europeans into the Caribbean, and the beginning of History: 

[Rochester's] entrance in the novel is a beginning with no introduction, no 
a priori explanation, no overt textual "setting up," no thematic preparation 
or signal to the reader. This is an inscription ofthe structural origins of the 
narrative and history of imperial Europe, which designates the West Indies 
as a blank space on which to inscribe the desires of the European man. As 
Franz Fanon has noted, "The settler makes history; his life is an epoch, an 
Odyssey. He is the absolute beginning." ( 1 00) 

Rochester's entrance into the novel follows Antoinette' s narration, but no transition 

between the change in voices (narrations) is given to the reader. And whereas 
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Antoinette's narration leaves off as she is preparing to leave the convent (she has not 

even met Rochester, yet), Rochester's narrative begins, as Erwin discusses, seemingly 

after Antoinette's fate is known. Also, Gregg notes, like the Europeans, Rochester 

recognizes his ability to "write" Antoinette (Caribbean history): "The husband draws 

consolation from his knowledge that 'History' is on his side- a history that erases or 

deforms the Other: [ ... ] 'I too can wait - for the day when she is only a memory to be 

avoided, locked away, and like all memories a legend. Or a lie"' (1 07). 

Rochester "writes" History in two ways: as European and as male. As was 

discussed earlier, in Rochester's historical time, Europeans wrote History; Antoinette, as 

West Indian, has no voice in History. When Daniel Cosway writes Rochester claiming 

that Antoinette will be mad like her mother, he plants the seeds in Rochester' s mind and 

aids in the creation ofthe mad Antoinette. Rochester, believing the written version over 

Antoinette' s spoken version of events ofher mother' s madness, comes to believe that 

Antoinette will go mad like her mother. Rochester writes his father to say that they are 

leaving Coulibri and that he is "certain that you can guess what has happened, and I am 

certain you will believe that the less you talk to anyone about my affairs, especially my 

marriage, the better" (Rhys 97). Rochester's letter alludes to Antoinette' s "madness"; he 

helps create her madness by writing of it, and instilling the beliefthat she is mad, in other 

people. His role as European male gives authority to his pronouncements of Antoinette ' s 

insanity. He also begins erasing her existence by asking his father not to talk of her. 

Finally, Rochester uses his pen to draw the future mad Antoinette: "I drew a house 

surrounded by trees. A large house. I divided the third floor into rooms and in one room I 

drew a standing woman- a child' s scribble, a dot for a head, a larger one for the body, a 
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triangle for a skirt, slanting the lines for arms and feet. But it was an English house" 

(Rhys 98). His narration ends before he takes Antoinette to England, but he has drawn 

(created with his pen) a depiction of Antoinette ' s future as "the madwoman in the attic." 

With his pen, Rochester has sketched out the future for Antoinette, as he will create it for 

her; he has drawn the mad Bertha he will create, as Antoinette becomes her. As Gilbert 

and Gubar write, in Victorian times especially, a pen metaphorically symbolized a man' s 

penis and his ability to create, to "father," to give existence to something ( 4). 

Part Three, however, begins a telling ofthe past by Grace Poole, many years after 

Antoinette has been locked in the attic. Playing out the novel ' s "social" polyphony, 

Poole ' s brief narration quickly leads to Antoinette' s narrative. What occurs, Erwin notes, 

is that the "forward propulsion ofthe narrative [is] pulled in the other direction [as] 

Antoinette ' s whole effort seems to be to remember an imperative somehow already 

dictated in the past [ . . . ] Thus the anticipation that structures part 3 is anticipation 

inverted, in a sense, in that it is an anticipation of a memory" (214). The progression of a 

linear timeline (the events are in order, even ifthey read like recounting of past events) in 

part three becomes particularly circular in structure: Antoinette ' s narrative of her actions 

and dreams anticipate her fate in Jane Eyre: "I looked at the dress on the floor and it was 

as if the fire had spread across the room. It was beautiful and it reminded me of 

something I must do. I will remember I thought. I will remember quite soon now" (Rhys 

110-111 ) . What Antoinette must do, projected into the future, is known in the past; Wide 

Sargasso Sea, however, ends before her actions fulfill her "destiny" of death written over 

one hundred years earlier in Jane Eyre. Rhys leaves the ending of Antoinette's story 

open-ended. Thus, to fulfill the "anticipation of the memory" ofBertha' s demise, Rhys 
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leaves it up to the reader to turn to Bronte, to whom she leaves the business of killing 

Bertha, in the past. 

The historical setting of Wide Sargasso Sea is also at odds with the chronology of 

Jane Eyre, as many critics point out, including Raiskin, who writes, "Rhys has changed 

the time period of Jane Eyre to coincide with emancipation. Jane Eyre is narrated in 1818 

or 1819 and describes events taking place between 1798 and 1808" (Wide 31 ). Wide 

Sargasso Sea opens in the post-emancipation days in Jamaica; Antoinette and her family 

are outcasts- poor, white, Martiniquian, French, Catholic Creoles now a minority among 

the newly freed English, Protestant, Afro-Jamaican slaves of the 1830's and 1840's. 

However, this time setting for Wide Sargasso Sea is at odds with the chronological time 

of events in Jane Eyre: 

The shifting of dates is crucial, as Mark Me Watt explains. 
Marmion, newly published when Jane is given a copy toward the end of 
the novel, appeared in 1818, whereas the date for the Emancipation Act is 
1833. Bertha Mason was already confmed to the attic of Thornfield Hall 
by the frrst decade of the nineteenth century, whereas Antoinette Cosway 
in Wide Sargasso Sea was still a child in the 1840s. In terms of Jane Eyre 
the literary references in Wide Sargasso Sea are equally anachronistic: 
"Jeannie with the Light Brown Hair" was written by Stephen Foster in 
1826; Tennyson's "Miller's Daughter" was not well known until the 
1840s; most ofByron's poetry and all of Scott' s novels (noticed by 
Antoinette's husband on the bookshelf at Granbois) appeared after 1800. 
(Gregg 83) 

Wide Sargasso Sea is significantly anachronistic: Rhys seeks to expose the lie of the 

mythical mad West Indian woman by articulating the "subjective and locational identity 

of the West Indian Creole of the postslavery period" (Gregg 83). Rhys's letter to Selma 

Vaz Dias, in 1957, attempts to explain how facts and fictions mix with history and 
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literature and how a "truth" may be discovered through "the reconstitution andre-

ordering of facts and the use of imagination": 

One sentence in your letter to me is significant. You write "Of 
course it will be a fictitious Mrs. Rochester." But, don't you see, Charlotte 
Bronte's Mrs. Rochester is also fiction. The flash that came, linking up 
with much that I'd heard and know was that this fiction was founded on 
fact or rather several facts. At that date and earlier, very wealthy planters 
did exist, their daughter's had very large dowries, there was no married 
woman's property act. So, a young man who was not too scrupulous could 
do very well for himself and very easily. He would marry the girl, grab her 
money, bring her to England- a faraway place- and in a year she would 
be an invalid. Or mad. I could see how easily all this could happen. It did 
happen [and] more than once. So the legend ofthe mad West Indian was 
established ... (Gregg 84) 

Jane Eyre fictionalizes the West Indian woman as mad. Rhys also is writing fiction - with 

the purpose of demystifying its colonizing fictional precedents. In order to "explain" the 

myth of West Indian female madness, Rhys uses the time period that best suits her 

intentions. Thus, while anachronistic, the historical circumstances suit the goal ofRhys's 

fictional account of a fictional character. 

However, the post-Emancipation time period, as Brathwaite has noted, would 

make the Antoinette-Tia friendship quite unrealistic because of the volatile race relations 

between whites and blacks ofthat time. Gregg believes the portrayal ofthe friendship 

was meant to draw attention to the existing tensions between the races; the friendship as a 

"narrative function" is undercut by its "textual function": 

The representation of their interaction is a precise delineation of what 
never was, what could never have been, and, most importantly, why not. 
The "writing" of a real friendship between the girls would have depended 
on an erasure of history. What the text offers instead in an unmasking of 
that history in its human form and a tragic example of its effects. (89, 96) 
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The friendship was always a "dream truth" to Antoinette, because, in reality, no real 

friendship could have existed between the two at that historical time (Gregg 96). Like her 

imagined England, Antoinette's friendship with the black Tia exists only in her 

imagination; England will never be Antoinette's homeland and black Tia will never be 

her friend. The historical context prevents this. But the depiction ofthe friendship suits 

Rhys's novel's purpose: the imagined character of Antoinette is meant as counter 

narrative to the imagined character ofBertha. Rhys's strategy requires her to show how 

the Creole was not accepted by post-Emancipation blacks and how the Creole was not 

allowed to identify with them, was resented by them. Antoinette and Tia may never have 

attempted a friendship, had they been real people in the real situation, but as literary 

characters, they are written an attempted friendship to demonstrate what would have 

likely happened had the friendly interactions occurred. The imagined friendship (both by 

Rhys and Antoinette), therefore, demonstrates the real tragedy ofthe bad race relations of 

the historical time. 

Lee Erwin also tackles this problem of chronology and race relations. Because the 

Antoinette-Tia friendship must transcend racial relations to be considered plausible, 

Erwin looks at how Rhys manipulates dates to eliminate memories of slavery (and racial 

divide) from Antoinette's mind: 

if she is nearly seventeen in 1839, as the date in an embroidery suggests, 
she would have been born in 1822 or 1823, well before the Emancipation 
Act, which did not go into effect for another year after its enactment in 
1833 and even then decreed from four to six years further service for 
slaves (now "apprentices") before they were to be "full free. " (209) 

Erwin makes the point that any memory of slavery is erased from Antoinette' s memory 

because she is too young to have remembered it. Likewise, her slaveholding father is long 
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dead, also breaking ties with that link to slavery, as well. What is left for Antoinette to 

grapple with is the post-Emancipation black/white relationships- the only relationships 

she has ever experienced, a time when the blacks are as free as the whites. Yet, as her 

relationship with Tia demonstrates, the racial differences are still a barrier between the 

two from becoming friends. The "racial differentiation Antoinette's narrative seeks to 

disrupt" through the friendship does not succeed - the friendship draws attention to the 

bad race relations (Erwin 209). 

However, Erwin notes that Antoinette feels a need to fix time, as well; he notes 

her embroidery, and how time seems to begin again for her when the "new Luttrells" 

arrive (209). According to Erwin, Antoinette's "entry into time will be marked out by her 

being made[ ... ] 'not like a nigger'" (209). This suggests that time for Antoinette is like 

time for the African: the "concept of time [is] determined by the events and individual 

participation in them" (Alleyne 156). Antoinette is, thus, further identified with the 

African, through her idea of time existing not as a "imposed mathematical formula" but 

as a "phenomenal event" (Alleyne 155). 

Wide Sargasso Sea, challenges not only the Europeans' idea of time, but also 

draws attention to the issues of circularity and chronology in history. The Sargasso Sea is 

defined by the circular system of currents in the Northern Atlantic Ocean. It was 

traversed during the slave trading time as part of the Middle Passage. Antoinette is raised 

in Jamaica where a large majority of Afro-Jamaicans are descended from the Ghana, 

Akan-Ashanti, Yoruba, lbo and lbibio people ofNigeria and the Niger Delta (Sherlock 

101). Jamaica is one of''the islands whose [culture shows] a greater degree of 

Africanization" in the Caribbean (Benitez-Rojo 66). The circular currents of the Sargasso 
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mimic the circular nature of the African world view many Jamaicans and Afro

Caribbeans share. World view is not something that may be observed, but is something 

that may be implied from various religious and social rituals. For example, in 

performances, Jamaican audiences form a circle around the performers and interact with 

them and "in music the same tendency towards obliquity and ellipsis is noticeable: no 

note is attacked straight, the voice or instrument always approaches it from above or 

below" (Alleyne 160). Africans also demonstrate the importance of the circle to their 

world view in their dances (they dance in circles and move their hips in circular patterns), 

and '1o denote confusion Jamaicans talk not of ' going round in circles' but of ' up and 

down' or ' left and right" ' (Alleyne 161). 

The African notion of circularity challenges the European notion of a linear 

chronology. Glissant notes that circularity "deeply penetrates the notion of history"; the 

circular nature of history challenges linear chronology (82). Whereas, the Europeans 

view History as a series of events that can be placed on a timeline (a beginning and an 

end), Africans have a circular world view where there is no real beginning or end. In '1he 

African world view, the time concept is based on natural events. Time is defmed in terms 

of the events that are taking place or have taken place. Time is not an imposed 

mathematical formula; it is a phenomenal event" (Alleyne 155). European History is 

linearly chronological - Europeans record historical events and enter them on a timeline 

in order of their occurrence. What is missing is the historical perspective of the Other - in 

this case, the Caribbean, as discussed in Chapter One. Voices are constantly adding new 

perspectives to history (i.e. the "discovery of the New World" was not a "discovery" of 

anything "new"). And, also, events that were previously unrecorded by Europeans are 
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numerous. The chronological timeline is therefore, incomplete, and always vulnerable to 

amendments. This reiterates that "History is Sea": the chronological timeline is 

unrepresentative of reality; it is always being added to, leaving the past forever open to 

interpretations and changes. 

Finally, Benitez-Rojo 's book, The Repeating Island, itself draws attention to the 

circular nature of history in the Caribbean. Specifically, Benitez-Rojo writes how the 

plantation system creates a particular circularity: 

Whenever an island was taken by force of arms, or through negotiation, by 
a rival colonial power - there is not a single Caribbean island administered 
uninterrupted by the same European nation- the existing plantation would 
never disappear, rather it would be reorganized according to the new 
mother country' s mercantile characteristics. This would imply no 
profound changes at all. It can be said rather that the old structure 
remained as a component of the new structure; that is, there was no 
substituting of the new for the old, but rather there was a coexistence, 
relatively critical or not, within the same historical space. Thus the past 
was linked to the future through differences of a circular nature, like the 
steps of a spiral staircase. (204) 

Although the government changed, the plantation cycle only repeated itself The 

plantation system is one of the repetitions Benitez-Rojo observes in what he deems the 

"chaos" of the Caribbean, which continues to this day to repeat continuously (8). 

The "spiral staircase" within the "repeating island" mimics internal circulating currents of 

the Sargasso Sea, called Langmuir circulation: 

In Langmuir circulation, each successive column or cell [of 
sargassum] rotates in the opposite direction with a pattern of rising and 
sinking water [ ... ] As water rises and moves across the surface of a cell, 
floating objects are carried along. But, because they are buoyant, they 
remain on the surface in a windrow rather than sinking with the water. The 
rotation of the cells is relatively slow, a gentle tumble rather than a 
turbulent churning. (Teal 24) 
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This rotation within the sea, itself encircled by currents, is like the repeating plantation 

system, a reiteration in Benitez-Rojo' s "repeating island." 

Benitez-Rojo's island willch "repeats" is an abstraction. It cannot be "defined" 

because it is meant to represent the common features possessed by all the Caribbean 

islands, despite their diversity of individual experience. Benitez-Rojo also seeks to fmd 

common "rhythms" - whether they be dance or language patterns- and show that they 

repeat in a sense that they appear in similar fashions on all the Caribbean islands 

throughout history. Thus, amid the chaos in which the Caribbean people have lived, 

circularity penetrates Caribbean history. 

The ending of Wide Sargasso Sea, is circular in two distinct ways: 1) the ending 

of Antoinette' s story may be read in Jane Eyre and 2) Antoinette's demise can be likened 

to that of the zombi. That the ending to Antoinette' s story may be realized in Jane Eyre 

has been discussed earlier. Tills ending, Bertha's jump from the roof of Thornfield Hall, 

served to kill Bertha in Jane Eyre so that Jane 's independence was complete 

(symbolically realized through Betha's - as Jane' s double - suicide) and she could 

legally marry Rochester. Wide Sargasso Sea took tills ending in Jane Eyre and only 

"remembers" it through Antoinette' s dreams as premonitions. Rhys does not end Wide 

Sargasso Sea with Antoinette's death. 

In Jane Eyre, the death of Bertha is recounted by an inn keeper to Jane: 

"[Rochester] went up to the attics when all was burning above and below, 
[ ... ] and went back to get his mad wife out of her cell. And then they 
called out to rum that she was on the roof; where she was standing, waving 
her arms, above the battlements, and shouting out till they could hear her a 
mile off: I saw her and heard her with my own eyes. She was a big woman 
and had long, black hair: we could see it streaming against the flames as 
she stood. I witnessed and several more witnessed Mr. Rochester ascend 
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through the skylight on to the roof: we heard him call 'Bertha! ' We saw 
him approach her; and then, ma'am, she yelled, and gave a spring, and the 
next minute she lay smashed on the pavement." (Bronte 431) 

To Europeans, the death of Bertha is little more than the final act of a mad woman and is 

not witnessed or experienced by the heroine. Bertha was merely a sexualized, racialized 

body barrier between the union of Rochester and Jane. 

Rhys, however, through Antoinette 's dreams, recounts these events from 

Antoinette' s point of view: 

When I was out on the battlements it was cool and I could hardly hear 
them [shouting ... ] I turned round and saw the sky. It was red and all my 
life was in it [ .. . ] I heard the parrot call as he did when he saw a stranger, 
Qui est Ia? Qui est Ia? and the man who hated me was calling me too, 
Bertha! Bertha! The wind caught my hair and it streamed out like wings. It 
might bear me up, I thought, if I jumped to those hard stones. But when I 
looked over the edge I saw the pool at Coulibri. Tia was there. She 
beckoned me and when I hesitated, she laughed. I heard her say, You 
frightened? And I heard the man's voice, Bertha! Bertha! All this I saw 
and heard in a fraction of a second. And the sky so red. Someone 
screamed and I thought, Why did I scream? I called 'Tia! ' and jumped and 
woke. (112) 

The novel then ends, after this dream premonition, with Antoinette walking with the 

candle along the passage, presumably to fulfill the ending described in Jane Eyre. 

But how should the ending Rhys writes be interpreted? Some critics contend that 

the jump from Thornfield Hall is simply a coward's end to Antoinette' s miserable 

existence. Others see it as a feminist remark on how the female conquers the male 

domination in her life: by burning down the husband' s home, she destroys a key piece of 

his identity and by killing herself, she removes herself from his domination. 

Of particular interest, however, is Drake' s contention that Antoinette' s death may 

be symbolic of the zombi, in which case, the importance of circularity is again illustrated. 
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The zombi, of African origin, " is symbolic on the social as well as the individual level: 

'The zombi is, in reality, the legendary, mythic symbol of ... a spiritual as well as 

physical alienation; of the dispossession of the self through the reduction of the self" 

(Drake 199-200). The zombi is of particular importance in Haitian culture where it is a 

creature neither dead nor alive, but existing in a sort of sleep. The symbolic zombification 

of Antoinette is recounted by Rochester' s observations/actions: her body reminds him of 

a dead girl ' s, Antoinette asserts that he uses obeah on her by calling her Bertha, and he 

"watches her die" and compares her existence to that of a ghost's (Rhys 83, 88, I 02). 

Drake contends that, for Rhys, ghosts are essentially comparable to zombis and that since 

Antoinette is the "ghost" of Thornfield, she is symbolically a zombi (200). Drake 

believes that the treatment at the hands ofRochester slowly turns Antoinette' s existence 

into that equivocated with the existence of a zombi, who will, eventually through death, 

wake, exact revenge, and live, "which in Haitian belief signal the zombi' s freeing itself 

from its master" (200). When Antoinette "awakes" from her zombification, her suicide 

may not be all that tragic. Antoinette, as a zombi, will not die, but join the spirit world 

and complete a circle of life. 

This equation of Antoinette with a zombi brings to the forefront the African 

circular world view. Many critics note that Antoinette' s demise, her jump toward Tia, is 

symbolic of the Afro-Caribbean' s belief that death would return them to the African 

homeland; her jump then, may be seen as her return to her island home. This African 

belief is rooted in the religious belief that 

the living and the dead may almost be said to form one community. The 
spirit-world of the ancestors continues to function as part of the living 
community [ ... ] in this belief system death is not an end or even a 
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disengagement from life: it is more a change of state. And the dead 
ancestors are more powerful than the living. (Drake 200-201) 

Drake believes that when Antoinette, during the fmal dream sequence, calls to 

Christophine to help her (and believes she is helped by her), it is similar to the African 

being helped by an ancestor (20 1 ). 

Also of importance is the belief that the zombi is awakened from its sleeping state 

in order to enact its revenge (for being made a zombi) by the taste of salt: '"Salt is the 

agent which renews the awareness of life, the antidote to the spell which brought on the 

state of zombification. It is similar to divine fire . .. "' (Drake 202). Antoinette is 

awakened from her zombification by the wall of fire Christophine provides for her 

protection (Drake 202). Her revenge is the burning of Thornfield. Her death is her 

entrance into the spiritual world - not an end, but a continuation of life in a different 

realm. As Drake quotes from the Haitian novelist and poet, Roumain's Masters ofthe 

Dew, "'Life is life ... life is an eternal return. It is said that the dead come back to 

Guinea and that death itself is only another name for life" ' (203). 

Of importance further is that Antoinette's death is described in her third dream as 

a waking -"the term for a zombi coming out of a trance. She then possesses herself of 

the divine frre, ofvengeance and self-reclamation" (Drake 204). Drake quotes Roumain: 

" ' life comes round again,' because 'death is only another name for life"' (204). What has 

occurred is the switch from the European world view to the African world view. Bertha, 

in Jane Eyre is dead, never to return. Antoinette, in Wide Sargasso Se~ has not died (read 

as "existence terminated") but has entered the second part of the circle of existence - that 
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of the spiritual world where she returns to her home and continues to exist in the world of 

the ancestors. 

Read in the cultural light, Drake also believes, Antoinette' s suicide symbolizes 

the Caribbean colony' s regaining its identity from its colonizer (205). Much like an 

English colony, Antoinette was claimed by her English husband, her wealth taken by 

him, renamed by him and caged by him. Her fiery suicide destroys her English prison, 

symbolizing a colony's destruction of its colonizer, or more accurately, its gained 

freedom from its colonizer. Her jump towards Tia, towards the Caribbean, then, 

symbolizes her reclamation ofher Caribbean identity, the colony's claim of identity 

separate and independent of its colonizer. 

Finally, Antoinette' s yelling into the wind at the top of the battlements 

complements Rochester's fmdings when he reads about zombis in Part Two of Wide 

Sargasso Sea: '" [zombis] cry out in the wind that is their voice, they rage in the sea that is 

their anger" '(Drake, 202). The Sargasso Sea separates Antoinette from her island home, 

just as it separated the African slaves from their homes in Africa. Her outrage at how her 

life has turned out is deemed madness; the Sargasso Sea is too great an obstacle to cross 

for her to return home and, like the slaves, she seeks return home through physical death. 

In so doing, she completes the circle ofher life. 

If, as Sandra Drake and others contend, Antoinette undergoes zombification, why 

does this occur? Benitez-Rojo, using the investigations of Wade Davis, asserts that "if a 

person is zombified, it ' s not by chance or in the service of some private act ofvengeance. 

In reality, zombification is a punishment, or rather a sacrifice, carried out to benefit the 

social group" (Benitez-Rojo 165). The zombification of Antoinette may be viewed 
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primarily as a private act of vengeance by Rochester: he releases his anger at marrying 

Antoinette (for money, for lust) by annihilating as much of her as he can, short of 

physical murder. But if, in fact, it is not personal, how can it benefit a social group? 

Rochester's zombification of Antoinette is a punishment - a punishment for bringing out 

the passionate side of his nature that conflicts with his Victorian upbringing and social 

mores, a punishment for living her life as passionately as she does, a punishment for 

marrying him. But it is her passionate nature in particular that goes against his society' s 

Victorian morals - her zombification, then, in this instance, is a punishment for violating 

a group' s mores. The zombification is a punishment for the West Indian's passionate 

nature, in conflict with the Victorian, "passionless" English. 

There are two kinds ofzombis: a spiritual (zombi astral) and a material (zombi 

corps cadavre) (Benitez-Rojo 164). Antoinette is not a material zombi, a zombi produced 

for labor. Rather, she is a spiritual zombi, where the individual ' s vital force has been 

captured and is kept by the bokor (wizard) for his own purposes (Benitez-Rojo 164-165). 

Rochester drains Antoinette of her life force, keeping her body, empty of its "vital force" 

(her "passion" for life and himself) in the Thornfield attic. 

Since, according to Benitez-Rojo' s interpretations ofDavis ' s investigations, 

zombification is not a private act of vengeance, it may be viewed as representative of the 

larger cultures (165). Antoinette represents West Indians and Benitez-Rojo states that the 

zombi " is culture" ( 166). The zombi, the sacrificed one, "guarantees, sometimes better 

than any Western inspired law, that the peasant masses will live within the kind of order 

and respect that their ancestors established" (Benitez-Rojo 166). Antoinette allows 

Rochester to turn her into a zombi, associating her with Haitian culture specifically, but 
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more broadly, with the Caribbean culture. What happens, then, is Antoinette' s 

identification becomes even more strongly identified with the West Indian, rather than 

with the European, just as Rhys intended. 

Physical characteristics of the Sargasso Sea, such as the circularity of currents, the 

circular African world view and anachronistic narrative structure of Wide Sargasso Sea 

are elements which determine Rhys ' s writing as West Indian literature. The African 

world view with relation not just to time, but life and death as well, is most evident in the 

zombification of Antoinette. The circular currents ofthe Sargasso Sea, however, are not 

the only physical characteristics of the sea that emerge as metaphors in Wide Sargasso 

Sea. 
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Chapter Three: The Desert Island and Fragmentation 

The title Wide Sargasso Sea draws attention to the geographical area of water 

between the Caribbean and Europe and Africa. The Sargasso Sea had to be crossed by 

Europeans traveling to the Caribbean from Europe and Africa and was named by 

Columbus after the Portuguese word for the seaweed spread across its surface: sargassum 

(Showalter 125). At first, it was feared that the sargassum was thick enough to hinder 

ships and various legends were sparked about ships and their crews being snagged and 

pulled under the sargassum, left to rot beneath the water's surface. These tales proved to 

be untrue and the fears were unfounded. 

The Sargasso Sea is defined by the circular system of currents in the North 

Atlantic Ocean; it separates the Caribbean and "New World" of the Americas from 

Europe and Africa- later viewed by History as the primary "mother countries" ofthe 

Caribbean people. The Sargasso Sea is located between the Gulf Stream, North Atlantic 

Current, North Equatorial Current and Antilles Current. The waters bordering the Sea 

circulate in a clockwise rotation. 

The Sargasso Sea, because of its warm waters surrounded by colder water, is 

elevated slightly from the rest of the Atlantic Ocean. It is an "island" of warm water in 

the middle of the cold Northern Atlantic. This "island," covered with sargassum, supports 

marine life that has specially adapted to the seaweed's color and patterns. The vegetation 

has no roots and reproduces without seeds. The seaweed spreads throughout the Sargasso 
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Sea through the process of fragmentation. These various characteristics of the Sargasso 

Sea - water temperature, marine life survival tactics, and fragmentation - subtlety draw 

attention to the unique Caribbean influences operating within Wide Sargasso Sea. 

The Sargasso Sea is warmer than the surrounding Northern Atlantic waters. This 

temperature difference is from approximately 68 degrees to 75 degrees in the Sea, 

compared to surrounding North Atlantic water temperatures ranging from 54 degrees to 

68 degrees (Heezen 598.) This temperature difference causes the Sargasso Sea's water to 

elevate, forming an "island" ofwarm water: 

The warm upper waters extend from the surface down to 1000 
meters at their deepest in the center of the Sargasso Sea but only 600 to 
800 meters at its edges. The result is a shallow lens-shaped mass of water 
riding atop the great mass of deeper ocean water. Sea level in the 
Sargasso's center rises about two feet higher than its edges, due to the 
rotation of the current gyre and the earth. From the length and breadth of 
the Atlantic and its neighboring seas, the water masses come to fill the 
Sargasso, to circle, and to lend it its particular physical character. (Teal 9) 

The Sargasso Sea is unique because of its two-fold "island" characteristics: it is 

elevated slightly from surrounding colder waters and it is the only sea on earth without 

any land boundaries; its island-like characteristics has implications for the novel also. 

Peter Wolfe argues that the Sargasso Sea is a metaphor for Antoinette' s lonely life - that 

she is an island unto herself in the novel. He believes the title is a metaphor for 

Antoinette' s estrangement. Because the sea originally seemed devoid oflife, due to its 

low fish (animal) population and food supply (nutrients), the Sea is sometimes equated 

with a desert (Wolfe 156). "Appealing to Jean Rhys just as strongly as the idea of a desert 

sea is the Sargasso's isolation: its encircling currents have cut the Sargasso off from the 

tidal flow ofthe rest ofthe Atlantic" (Wolfe 156). Wolfe quotes Donn Byrne' s 
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observations of the sea as looking like a '"a newborn continent, or an old forgotten one, 

so far does it stretch and so lonely is it ... ' A barren place ' . . . the folk stories say, 'without 

music and mellow ale; a prison of lost souls' " (156). Wolfe believes that Antoinette is a 

metaphorical Sargasso Sea because she is "isolated, sluggish, and trapped in a barren 

place" (156). The legend ofthe sea being choked by its sargassum may be likened to how 

the memories of her youth and bitterness over regrets choke the mind of Antoinette 

(Wolfe 156). 

The deeper parts of the Sargasso Sea are cold and its sea floor is red, a color that 

holds particular significance in both Jane Eyre and Wide Sargasso Sea. The Sea' s floor 

accumulates "inedible debris jettisoned from passing ships, and plant and animal remains 

not consumed on their slow downward drift ... [which eventually are] ... blanketed by fme 

' red clay' a rich chocolate-colored material which dries to a reddish tone" (Teal 11-12). 

This red material, then, contains vestiges of the past - much like the red room in Jane 

Eyre, or the fire in Wide Sargasso Sea. In Jane Eyre, Jane is punished by her aunt by 

being placed in ''the red room" where Jane' s uncle died. The room, believed to be 

haunted by the ghost of Jane' s dead uncle, terrifies Jane. For Jane, the red room, 

therefore, contains a ghost, a remnant of a dead man. Jane's incarceration in the red room 

has been paralleled to Antoinette' s imprisonment in the attic, by many critics. But more 

explicitly written in Wide Sargasso Sea is Antoinette' s premonition of incarceration 

within the confmes of a red-curtained bed: "I must know more than I know already. For I 

know that house where I will be cold and not belonging, the bed I shall lie in has red 

curtains and I have slept there many times before, long ago. How long ago? In that bed I 

will dream the end of my dream" (Rhys 67).lnside this red-curtained bed (in the future) , 
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Antoinette believes, resides the memory of her past, the conclusion ofher dream, her 

demise recounted in Jane Eyre. The fire, itself, at the end of Wide Sargasso Sea, contains 

vestiges of Antoinette's past: "I turned round and saw the sky. It was red and all my life 

was in it," including Caribbean foliage and items from her Caribbean past such as the 

parrot at Coulibri and her Aunt Cora's patchwork (Rhys 112). Antoinette also believes, 

had she been wearing her red dress when Richard visited her, he would have recognized 

her (Rhys 11 0); in other words, clothed in red, he would have known her as Antoinette 

(her Caribbean identity) and not Bertha (her English identity). What all these examples 

have in common, is the past emerging in the historical present or future: whether it is past 

identities or life experiences, the memories of these things surface, in the present or as 

future premonitions, encompassed in red. 

Suppose, however, that we view the Sea as an island metaphor for the Caribbean: 

let us suppose it represents any one of the various Caribbean islands. Its warm 

temperature is like a tropical oasis amid the colder waters. Its location between Europe, 

Africa and the Caribbean, bounded by circulating currents, stress the constant come and 

go between the continents and the islands. Suppose, then, that the inhabitants of this 

island - sargassum and sea life - are equated to the inhabitants of a Caribbean island. 

What we fmd are similar survival tactics for inhabitants torn from their homes and forced 

to live on an island from which they cannot escape. 

The material of the Sargasso Sea highlight the survival tactics of the Africans who 

found themselves forever marooned in a distant land. The marine life of the Sargasso had 

to develop special survival tactics in a sea described as a desert because of its lack of life 

beneath its surface. The marine life ofthe Sargasso must live among the sargassum, as 
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little below the weed provides sufficient nutrition to sustain life. Many creatures have 

therefore developed colors and body appendages similar to the coloring and patterning of 

the sargassum; these adaptations allow the marine life to camouflage itself from 

predators. Likewise, Africans developed ways to sustain their cultures amid their lives as 

slaves in the Caribbean. Some ofthese tactics included actions recounted in "trickster 

tales" and the development of creole societies. 

Antoinette tries unsuccessfully to camouflage herself to fit in and be more like 

Tia. Like the Africans marooned in the Caribbean, Antoinette' s mother Annette declares 

her family "marooned" at Coulbri (Rhys 1 0). The word "maroon" further links Antoinette 

to the Africans because it was used in Jamaica to refer to the rebellious African slaves 

who escaped into the mountainous regions of the island. The term was derived from the 

Spanish word "cimarrones" meaning "wild and untamed" - exactly how Rochester will 

perceive Antoinette' s behavior (Raiskin, Wide 1 0). Antoinette' s family is marooned not 

only economically with the deterioration of their plantation, but also racially, as Raiskin 

notes, "the Jamaican population census of 1844 [indicates that] out of377,433 people 

only 15,776, or 4%, were identified as white" (Wide 1 0). Antoinette, marooned at 

Coulibri, wears Tia' s dress when Tia takes hers. Annette demands that Antoinette take 

offTia' s dress and that it be burned. The dress, because it is Tia' s, points to the black ex

slaves naming of Antoinette' s family and members of the plantation class as ' 'white 

cockroaches"; it designates the white Europeans whose rotting plantations left them 

desolate and ranked them lower in class status than the black ex-slaves. This garment on 

Antoinette represents Antoinette' s failed attempt at acceptance by Tia, and subsequently, 

her failed attempt to fit in (adapt) to life among the black ex-slaves. When Annette makes 
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Antoinette change into her old muslin dress instead, it tears, symbolizing Antoinette' s 

failure to regain her previous childhood identity, as well as her inability to become 

socially acceptable to the Europeans. Things will never be the same for Antoinette. 

Antoinette cannot be (or even act the role of) the upper-middle class French girl her 

mother was and she cannot fit in with the ex-slaves of Jamaica. When Antoinette fails to 

blend in with her surroundings, her identity begins to fragment. 

Antoinette' s fragmented identity manifests in her name changes. Of importance, 

of course, is the fact that Rhys renames the character of Bertha, Antoinette Mason 

Rochester. The renaming itself demonstrates an aspect of the "power to name" frequently 

imposed by Europeans who renamed their African slaves; taking away an individual' s 

name (a link to family and society) and imposing a new name, symbolically strips the 

individual of the African links to family and society and stresses the African's new 

position in the slave society. "Bertha" throughout European history commonly denotes a 

female possessing "powerful female sexuality," who seeks revenge on the symbols of 

male power which surround her (Gilbert and Gubar 463). "Antoinette," many critics 

assert, is used by Rhys to illustrate how much like a marionette the character becomes, 

allowing Rochester to pull her strings and control her. It also illustrates Rochester's form 

of obeah: by renaming his wife "Bertha," he imposes the perceived mad personality onto 

his wife, in turn, destroying Antoinette and creating Bronte's Bertha, illustrating "the 

power to bring things into being by naming them" (Chamberlin 100). The two different 

names illustrate the differences of personality of the character from the time she meets 

Rochester in the Caribbean (as Antoinette) as opposed to the personality that develops 

after their wedding and transplantation to England (as Bertha). 
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The specific significances of Antoinette's various names should also be noted. In 

Jane Eyre, the character is named Bertha Antoinetta Mason Rochester. Rhys renames the 

character Antoinette Cosway Mason Rochester. Rhys changes the lineage of Antoinette 

by introducing Mr. Co sway as her biological father instead of Mr. Mason. By doing this, 

"Rhys introduces a distinction between the pre-emancipation plantocracy and the English 

who brought new capital to the ruined estates maintained by slave labor. By creating the 

new character, Rhys also introduces into the story Antoinette's larger 'colored family,' 

including Alexander, Daniel Cosway and Sandi Cosway" (Raiskin, Wide 16). This 

change in lineage stresses Antoinette's place in Caribbean society as member of the post

emancipation plantocracy where she is looked down upon by black-Caribbeans as lower 

in class status than the newly freed black slaves and is also shunned by the greater part of 

Europeans because she was a part of the plantocracy and, thus, an owner of slaves which 

the post-emancipation society fmds unacceptable. "[Antoinette's] names, acquired 

through her mother's marriage, her own marriage, and reference to an earlier, English 

novel, record the layerings of identities within the history and literature of colonialism" 

(Emery 20). 

The rewriting of the character from Bertha to Antoinette holds further 

significance. Caroline Rody writes that, as for the renaming of Antoinette by Rochester, it 

is meant ''to distance her from her mother Annette (Antoinetta in Bronte), whom he 

believes to be an insane alcoholic" (219). Raiskin writes that "Ronnie Scharfman notes 

that Antoinette is 'a combination of Annette and 'toi': a hidden built-in bond between 

mother and daughter"' (Wide 219). It may be inferred, therefore, that Antoinette will 

suffer the same tragic fate as her mother, who is characterized as a mad nymphomaniac. 
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"By moving the lovelier name (in its more accurately French form) from second to first 

position, Rhys at once accuses Rochester of committing an elemental injustice and makes 

her text seem to correct it: the erasure of the name of the mother from that of the heroine" 

(Rody 219). If the renaming of Antoinette is meant by Rochester to change the 

character's fate for the better, then it fails; the renaming only serves to further 

Antoinette' s fall into madness and Rochester' s renaming her "Bertha," with its history as 

"the name of the notorious she-monster of English literary history" hardly seems any 

more fitting than "Antoinette" (Rody 218). Antoinette' s various name changes, then, 

help illustrate how her identity fragments along European (Mason, Rochester) and 

Caribbean (Antoinette, Cosway) lines. 

The fragmented nature of sargassum has important metaphorical significance in 

Wide Sargasso Sea. The seaweed must learn to survive through fragmentation: 

The weeds developed a method of reproduction that enables them to 
multiply and grow without producing seeds. Waves break off sections of 
the mature weeds. These fragments then grow into full-size seaweeds in 
the same way that cutting from a grape plant grows into a large grapevine. 
The weeds are supported by air sacks which resemble tiny grapes and 
grow as a part of the weeds. (Showalter 125) 

When Antoinette is thrown into her role as wife to the abusive Rochester, her personality 

fragments. 

Antoinette' s personality begins to fragment early in the novel. She begins the 

novel as a child living among people who accept her and the more involved she becomes 

in life outside her family ' s plantation (being the target of rebellious ex-slaves, failing to 

fit in with white Europeans or black ex-slaves, marrying Rochester) the more her 

personality fragments. She sees that she fits in less and less with her surroundings. In 
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post-Emancipation Jamaica, she is no longer one of the upper class, but is considered 

even lower class than ex-slaves now, being a poor, white Creole. Her black friend Tia 

turns on her. Her husband denies affection for her and withdraws his love from her, 

driving her mad. She is locked in the attic in England, where she reminisces about her life 

back in the Caribbean and does not even recognize her own reflection anymore. 

Emery notes that Antoinette' s fracturing identity is metaphorically symbolized 

early on by the inability to wear an old dress. As was discussed earlier, when Tia takes 

Antoinette ' s dress and Antoinette must wear Tia' s dress home, it is shameful to Annette 

that English guests see Antoinette in a black girl ' s dress and she forces Antoinette to 

change into one of her own old muslin dresses. But when Christophine dresses Antoinette 

in the old dress, it tears as she pulls it over her head. This symbolizes that "Antoinette's 

previous identity no longer fits" (Emery 39). Tia and Annette reject Antoinette and 

Antoinette, not able to "place herself among the island' s people or her family [ .. . ] resorts, 

in her pain, to a trick ofher own imagination, recreating and replacing herself' (Emery 

39). Her identity begins to fragment in order for her to survive her feelings of exclusion. 

The fracturing of Antoinette' s identity in childhood is most evident with the 

betrayal of her black childhood friend Tia. When the ex-slaves burn Antoinette' s home, 

she runs to Tia, who is watching the frre: 

I saw Tia and [ . . . ] I ran to her, for she was alii had left of my life as it had 
been. We had eaten the same food, slept side by side, bathed in the same 
river. As I ran, 1 thought, I will live with Tia and I will be like her. Not to 
leave Coulibri. Not to go. Not. When I was close I saw the jagged stone in 
her hand but I did not see her throw it. I did not feel it either, only 
something wet, running down my face. I looked at her and I saw her face 
crumple up as she began to cry. We stared at each other, blood on my face, 
tears on hers. It was as ifl saw myself Like in a looking-glass. (Rhys 27) 
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Tia represents Antoinette' s childhood in Coulibri, her identity with the black people of 

Coulibri; this identity is fractured by the throwing of the stone, the rejection of Antoinette 

by Tia. It is this fragmented identity Antoinette hopes to make whole again by jumping to 

Tia at the end of Wide Sargasso Sea: "when I looked over the edge I saw the pool at 

Coulibri. Tia was there. She beckoned to me[ ... ] I called 'Tia! ' and jumped" (Rhys 112). 

Rochester, though, completes the fragmentation of Antoinette' s identity by 

renaming her "Bertha." Antoinette realizes this, and accuses Rochester of obeah: 

'"Bertha is not my name. You are trying to make me into someone else, calling me by 

another name. I know, that's obeah too"' (Rhys 88). Raiskin notes that "Part of the ritual 

of creating a zombi is to baptize the victim with a new name. In traditional African 

societies, names are so important that a change of name is powerful enough to transform 

a person's life. Also significant here is Antoinette' s changed surname, part of the ritual of 

Anglo-American marriage" (Raiskin, Wide 88). Antoinette' s role as "ghost" and "zombi" 

in the novel, discussed earlier, takes place gradually as Rochester withdraws his 

affections from her: '"Say die and I will die. You don' t believe me? Then try, try, say die 

and watch me die"' Antoinette tells Rochester and he replies, '"Die then! Die! ' I watched 

her die many times. In my way, not in hers" (Rhys 55). Rochester then notes how 

ghostlike Antoinette has become as a result of his actions: "I saw the hate go out ofher 

eyes. I forced it out. And with the hate her beauty. She was only a ghost. A ghost in a 

grey daylight. Nothing left but hopelessness. Say die and I will die. Say die and watch me 

die" (Rhys 1 02). Rochester knows it is true when Christophine accuses him of breaking 

Antoinette up: '"you don' t love. All you want is to break her up"' (Rhys 92). In Jane 

Eyre, Rochester tells Mason ofBertha, " ' you may think of her as dead and buried - or 
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rather, you need not think ofher at all"' (Bronte 215). Rochester implies that Antoinette 

no longer exists in any way that Mason may remember her, and the best thing may be to 

just forget she exists. Antoinette' s identity fragments as she becomes Bertha, a mad 

woman: Antoinette believes, ''Names matter, like when he wouldn' t call me Antoinette, 

and I saw Antoinette drifting out of the window" (Rhys 106-1 07). Once Antoinette 

realizes her identity has fragmented, she tries to think of a way to fuse its pieces back into 

place. 

Antoinette has always known herself by her reflection in the looking-glass and, in 

the attic, she misses being able to see her reflection: 

There is no looking-glass here and I don' t know what I am like 
now. I remember watching myself brush my hair and how my eyes looked 
back at me. The girl I saw was myself and yet not quite myself. Long ago 
when I was a child and very lonely I tried to kiss her. But the glass was 
between us- hard, cold, and misted over with my breath. Now they have 
taken everything away. What am I doing in this place and who am I? 
(Rhys 107) 

Antoinette has always known herself by the image reflected back at her by a mirror. 

When she glimpses the "ghost" of Thornfield in a mirror, Antoinette finally recognizes 

herself: "It was then that I saw her - the ghost. The woman with streaming hair. She was 

surrounded by a gilt frame but I knew her" (Rhys 111-112). Antoinette knows now that 

she is the "ghost" - no more than a figment of imaginations, a specter only visible in the 

night, and frightening to behold. She also knows that that image is not herself. She sees 

herself in the image ofTia; when Antoinette looks at Tia, it is "as ifl saw myself. Like 

looking in a looking-glass" (Rhys 27). Antoinette' s jump to Tia is a reclamation of her 

identity, a return to Coulibri and her life as the Caribbean Antoinette. 
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When Benitez-Rojo writes of the action of the Caribbean texts, he writes that "the 

text folds back on itself, looks for itself in its own mirror, observes, questions, narrates, 

and erases itself, tries in vain to run away from its own reflection" (232-233). The 

Caribbean text "expresses its desire to reinterpret, in some fashion, the fragmented 

identity of the Caribbean self' (Benitez-Rojo 232). Antoinette' s recognition of herself in 

the mirror illustrates the action Benitez-Rojo believes Caribbean texts seek to fulfill: the 

coming together of the fractured parts of the identity. When Antoinette sees herself in the 

mirror, and recognizes herself as Thornfield ' s "ghost," she runs from the mirror as the 

room goes up in flames. In her jump from the battlements, she embraces her Caribbean 

identity; it is her attempt to bring together the fractured parts of her identity. 

Antoinette' s suicide further illustrates the circular nature of the Caribbean' s 

discovery of identity: " ... every Caribbean person experiences within himself [a 

repression of freedom] which impels him to flee from himself and, paradoxically, [leads] 

him back to himself [ .. . ] this circular destiny [ ... ] starts in the individual and spreads 

through the collectivity" (Benitez-Rojo 249). Antoinette' s imprisonment in the attic leads 

her to repress her Caribbean identity. When she realizes she is no more than a "ghost," 

she runs from herself. Her jump to Tia represents the finding of herself, the coming 

together of the fractured identity in her return "home." 

Finally, this fractured identity and Antoinette' s quest to reclaim her identity is 

punctuated by the call of the parrot: "Qui est la?" - "Who ' s there?" Antoinette recalls, "I 

heard the parrot call as he did when he saw a stranger, Qui est Ia?" (Rhys 112). 

Antoinette is a stranger to the parrot, which is the "Caribbean symbol of the soul" (Emery 

58). As Emery points out, the "parrot's call demands not that she name who she is, but 
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who is there. She must place herself in order to know her soul" (58). The parrot dies in 

the fire at Coulibri, his feathers on fire and clipped by Mason, he is unable to fly and 

escape the flames. Many critics point out that Antoinette is like the parrot, her "wings" 

clipped by Rochester, imprisoned in the attic, and her jump from the roof of Thornfield is 

her failed attempt to fly. However, Antoinette's jump may be viewed as her finding 

herself(recognizing her soul as Caribbean), fusing the fragments of her identity back 

together, and, in jumping to Tia, accomplishing a return to Coulibri and the Caribbean. 

Finally, the idea of fragmentation holds further significance when applied to the 

Caribbean idea of history. Because the Europeans' self-interest exploited Africans and 

served to fragment ' 'the development in the West Indies of those accounts of origin and 

purpose by means of which people give significance to their societies and to themselves," 

African history fragmented (Chamberlin 18). European History, due to the inclusion of 

minority voices, has fragmented, as well, as Glissant notes: "History has fragmented into 

histories"(76). The diversification ofHistory, as minority voices are added to history, is 

illustrated by Glissant's observation that the changes in present-day history are "the 

passage from the all-encompassing world of cultural Sameness, effectively imposed by 

the West, to a pattern of fragmented Diversity" (97). According to Glissant, this search 

for diversity applies to literature, as well (99). Wide Sargasso Sea challenges the 

Historical myth of the Caribbean mad woman by the inclusion of a Caribbean voice in 

literary history which defies the History of a European-created literary character. 

Diversification allows the fragmented pieces of history to be seen as multiple 

perspectives contributing to a more complete history. 
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Like the seaweeds ofthe Sargasso, the fragmented histories ofthe world may be 

seen as floating together within encircling currents, separate but together, diverse, yet, 

part ofthe same history. Wide Sargasso Sea illustrates how "History is Sea," as its 

inclusion of a Caribbean voice changes literary history, and serves as an example of how 

History changes into history, as minority voices force history to continuously change. By 

examining the physical characteristics of the Sargasso Sea, its circular currents, "island" 

characteristics, and sargassum' s fragmentation, it becomes evident that the title, Wide 

Sargasso Sea, draws attention to the Sargasso Sea as metaphor for the inherently 

Caribbean qualities of Rhys ' s novel. 
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